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PANAMA IN WORLD WAR 2 – WHAT HAPPENED WHEN 

1945 

 

This year, of course, saw the end of the war in Europe, with a subsequent final push, 

Operation Transit, to reinforce the Pacific theatre, only for this to be cut short after the 

surrender of Japan.  After May, the Caribbean Defense Command, headquartered in the 

Canal Zone, became a major training and staging command for the retraining and 

deployment of Army units released from Europe for combat duty in the Pacific. 

 

While, by 1945, there was no defence alert status in force for Panama and the Canal Zone, 

and much effort was being put into training, and as forces and bases were being reduced, in 

Japan the operation which was the last, and most serious, threat to the Canal was only just 

being cancelled.  Nevertheless, it remained a fact that, by VE Day on 8 May, no enemy 

forces had threatened the region at all for over 10 months.  Indeed, by 1945, the 

camouflage paint schemes of combat types had once more given way to brighter, all 

“natural metal” finishes1, and the anti-torpedo nets at various points in the Canal were 

removed. 

 

The end of the war would see the start of what became a difficult time, with the US military 

wanting to keep at least some of its bases in the Republic, despite a 1942 agreement that 

essentially said that a right to the bases would end one year after the end of the war.  Amid 

political unrest in Panama and mass protests, the argument rumbled on, until all the bases 

would be vacated by the start of 1948. 

 

In the Canal Zone, the US forces were looking to the postwar years, with plans being drawn 

up, even while the downgrading of defences was underway.  By the end of the year many 

defensive emplacements had been abandoned or removed.2  Although the war continued, 

between VE Day on 8 May to VJ Day on 2 September, reductions and deactivations 

continued at an even faster pace.   By the end of August, manpower in the Panama Canal 

Department (as the Army command in Panama was called) had declined to just under 

 
1  P-38 in Latin America by Dan Hagedorn (Aviation Art & History, 2022). 
2  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf 

https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf
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32,000.  A reorganisation would begin the following year, with an aim of achieving a target 

of 20,000 Canal Zone troops by 1 March 19463.  The reduction continued, despite the Cold 

War and the Korean War of the early 1950s4 and, by 1959, troop levels would reach their 

lowest level, with just 6,600 being present5. 

 

The original main defence of the Canal, the guns of the Coastal Artillery Corps, had largely 

been mothballed, or even removed, and the Corps itself would be disestablished in 1950.6  

By 1945, for example, the 11,448-acre (4,633 hectares) Fort Sherman site was being 

switched to become a billeting site, as its artillery was deactivated and removed. 

 

In 1945, active units were to vacate a number of wartime airfields – Aguadulce Army 

Airfield, Chame Army Airfield, and David Army Airfield. 

 

Despite the presence of Emergency Rescue Boat units, and their “crash boats”, according to 

official USAF histories, while the Sixth Air Force based in Panama had responsibility for 

rescues in the Canal’s Pacific approaches, the major burden of actual rescue activities 

had been borne by the PBY Catalina flying-boats of one of the Navy’s patrol wings with 

aircraft stationed both at Coco Solo in the Canal Zone, as well as in the advance bases, 

such as in Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands; and that the Sixth Air Force would receive 

no dedicated air-sea rescue aircraft of its own until Spring 1945. 

 

 

Despite the rundown of the Canal’s defences, in 1945, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) strategic 

concept held that the “danger areas” for the US included not just the Arctic, Atlantic and 

 
3  In order to concentrate resources for occupation duty in Austria, Germany, Korea and Japan, the new Army 
Chief of Staff, Eisenhower, wrote to General MacArthur in Japan in January 1946 that garrisons in places such 
as Panama were being “cut to the bone”: Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-
1949 by John Major (Journal of Strategic Studies), 2008. 
4  The Korean War 1950-53 saw security increased, Army guards assigned, anti-aircraft units (which were those 
left from World War 2) were stood up and used to supplement harbour defences.  In addition, “hostile” 
foreign nationals were detained and the control of ships was tightened. 
5  Using Decree No.631 of 18 August 1951, the Panamanian Government barred ships of the Panamanian flag 
merchant fleet to enter ports of Communist China and other communist ports in Asia: 
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1955-57v07/d169  
6  https://cdsg.org/coast-artillery-corps/ 

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1955-57v07/d169
https://cdsg.org/coast-artillery-corps/
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Pacific approaches to North America, but also Latin American and Atlantic and Pacific 

approaches to the Panama Canal.7 

 

In reality, the Canal played only a limited role in US postwar military ventures so that, even 

from a military perspective, its costs were beginning to exceed the benefits – from the start 

the military costs of defending the Canal had been much higher than anyone had 

anticipated.  In fact, a 2008 book8 claimed that President Truman had tried to give the 

Panama Canal to the United Nations in 1945.   

 

The end of the war saw the arrangements in the Canal begin to slowly move back to a 

peacetime footing.  Civilian watchmen were reinstated, with a new force comprising 30 

guards  and two sergeants under the Superintendent of the Panama Canal Locks Division.  It 

had responsbility for lock security, and was backed up by the Canal Zone Police.  The military 

would make a temporary return to the security role 1950-52, during hostilities in Korea. 

 

Amid an inevitable postwar slump, numbers of Silver Roll workers employed by the Panama 

Canal would decline sharply between 1946 and 1950.  However, in Panama, the largest 

increase in postwar output was recorded in the immediate postwar years - between 1944 

and 1948, for instance, the gross product increased at an average annual rate of 5.5% - but 

after 1948 there would be a severe recession.9  

 

Construction work in the Canal Zone, including the abortive Third Locks Project, had seen a 

large-scale influx of workers from outside Panama, chiefly from Jamaica, Colombia, Costa 

Rica and El Salvador.  However, large numbers had also come from the Republic, so that, 

between 1940 and 1945, more than 12% of Panamanians who were employed worked in 

the Canal Zone. 

 
7  Ibid. 
8  What T. R. Took: The Economic Impact of the Panama Canal, 1903– 1937 by Noel Maurer and Carlos Yu 
(2008). 
9  Unemployment, practically non-existent in 1940, had reached 22,000 by the end of 1950: The Current 
Economic Position and Prospects of Panama (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development): Work 
Bank, 29 March 1955: 
https://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/160481468288071051/pdf/multi0page.pdf 

https://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/160481468288071051/pdf/multi0page.pdf
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By 1945, around 85% of the workload of the Panama Canal’s Mechanical Division was taken 

up by repairs and services on all types of Army and Navy craft.  The number of vessels it 

repaired grew from several hundred in 1941 to 4,377 in 1945 (declining once more, to 3,186 

in 1946).  The number of ships using the dry docks rose from 185 in 1941 to a peak of 546 in 

However, in 1945, servicing of the tankers at Balboa presented a problem, as the tankers 

and landside services used different types of electrical supplies. 

 

The Canal’s Oil Handling Plants during July 1934-June 1940 had seen the average amount of 

petroleum products handled at around 10 million barrels, in the five5 years to June 1945 it 

averaged over 22.9 million barrels, with a peak of over 35.1 million barrels in the year July 

1944-June 1945.  The principal movement was from Atlantic to Pacific, as well as to Central 

and South America.  The Navy’s trans-isthmian pipeline system also used the plants as 

transhipment points from around September 1943. 

 

It was not until 1945 that Silver Roll workers in the Canal Zone organised in a single union 

across racial and national lines for the first time, as Local 713 of the United Public Workers 

of America (UPWA), affiliated to the Congress of Industrial Organisations (CIO), and with a 

leadership which consisted of prominent West Indian Panamanians.10 

 

During the second half of the 1940s there would be increasing pressure to relax or 

discontinue the “colonialist” systems in the Canal Zone.  Liberal Panamanians took power in 

1945 and embraced the descendants of West Indians as full citizens requiring protection 

against the discriminatory practices of the Canal Zone (with the country’s own 1941 

Constitution and its discriminatory provisions suspended), and a new generation of leaders 

emerged in the West Indian community.  In addition, by the late 1940s many agencies of the 

US government would be urging reform in order to improve relations with Latin America as 

a whole. 

 

In 1945, Pancho Arias (no relation to former President Arnulfo Arias Madrid) and his 

Renovador Party broke with the past by organising the West Indian origin community for 

 
10  Ties to communism are said to have destroyed the UPWA and as a result Local 713 collapsed: Black Labor 
on a White Island: Panama, 1904-1981 by Michael Conniff (University of Pittsburgh Press, 1985). 
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elections in 1946.  He believed in equality of opportunity and welcomed those of West 

Indian descent (now called criollos).  However, he died in 1946, though his party continued 

to enjoy the support of the criollos until it split in 1960. 

 

Ironically, in the late 1940s Arias Madrid, whose 1941 Constitution had included severe 

restrictions on the rights of those of West Indian origin, courted the black vote, directing 

instead resentment against Zonians11.  Such was his success, by 1968 about half of the West 

Indian origin community was voting for him. 

 

A new spending limit at Canal Zone commissaries was imposed on Gold Roll employees of 

the Canal and members of the US forces.  This limit of $100 per month for a married couple, 

or $50 for single persons, was designed to supress the supply of goods from the 

commissaries becoming “contraband” passing into the Republic12.  It was also said to be in 

order to “economize on the consumption of foodstuffs in keeping with the announced policy 

of the United States Government and the United Nations”.13  The measure had already been 

applied to some 5,000 US citizens living in the Canal Zone but who were not employed by 

the Canal authorities or the forces. 

 

The founder of the TACA airline, New Zealander Lowell Yerex, who had been with the 

company since its founding in Honduras in 1931, sold the company to Waterman Airlines, a 

subsidiary of Waterman Steamship Corporation that was based in New Orleans.  Also in 

1945, the airline moved its headquarters to El Salvador. 

 

The results of the Panamanian 1940 census were published in 1945.  This confirmed that 

there had been a large influx of foreign workers, as defence construction projects were well 

under way.  Panama City was said to have a population of 125,000, and Colón had 55,000.  

 
11  The name for the residents of the Canal Zone. 
12  Stemming such a “contraband” trade was one of the 12 points annexed to the 1942 agreement allowing for 
the US bases in the Republic. 
13  https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1945v09/d1027  

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1945v09/d1027
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The next census, in 1950, would confirm a decrease in the number of foreigners in the 

country.14 

 

The uniform of the Canal Zone Police was changed from khaki to steel grey, with service-

style hats and Sam Browne belts, short-sleeve shirts and tie.  They also wore jodhpur 

trousers, boots, and leather puttees.15 

 

As late as 1945, US intelligence arrested a Japanese man, Jakuji Ochy, who had lived for 15 

years in the, albeit remote (even now), Darién province that bordered Colombia, and where 

he had a large family, a thriving lumber business in the Darién and a fleet of shrimp boats.  

He was said to be connected to the Japanese royal family, as well as being a colonel in 

Japanese military intelligence, and was found to have operated a radio station on the top of 

the hill, Cerro Pirre, for passing on details of US activity in Panama.16 

 

In 1945, it was reported that none of the German/Austrian refugees removed to the US 

wanted to return to Europe, and only a few wished to go back to Latin America, because of 

the manner in which the Latin American countries, including Panama, had rounded them up 

and expelled them.17  In addition, many of the Japanese deported, via Panama, from Peru 

could not return and a number ended up in a defeated, impoverished Japan – despite not 

knowing the country or perhaps even able to speak the language.18   

 

 
14  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/191115/censo-1940-fotografia-demografia-desarrollo-urbano-
ciudad-panama 
15  Ibid. 
16  Security and Defense of the Panama Canal 1903-2000 by Charles Morris, Panama Canal Commission: 
https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j 
17  http://americanjewisharchives.org/publications/journal/PDF/1990_42_01_00_strum.pdf 
18  It is claimed that, of the Latin American Japanese deported to the US, only around 100 were able to return 
to Latin America, whereas around 900 were sent to postwar Japan.  It is also said that many Japanese tried to 
return to Peru, only to have their attempts rejected by the government there (even though Peru, having 
severed diplomatic relations in 1942, did not actually declare war on Japan until 1945).  Ultimately, Peru 
agreed only to the return of those who were born in Peru (the Nisei), naturalised citizens and those who were 
married to Peruvians.  In fact, Peru continued to prohibit Japanese immigration well into the 1950s: 
http://www.campaignforjusticejla.org/history/ 
Justice Held Hostage: US Disregard for International Law in the World War II Internment of Japanese Peruvians 
- A Case Study by Natsu Taylor Saito (Boston College Third World Law Journal, Vol.19, September 1998): 
https://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1186&context=twlj 

https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/191115/censo-1940-fotografia-demografia-desarrollo-urbano-ciudad-panama
https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/191115/censo-1940-fotografia-demografia-desarrollo-urbano-ciudad-panama
https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j
http://americanjewisharchives.org/publications/journal/PDF/1990_42_01_00_strum.pdf
http://www.campaignforjusticejla.org/history/
https://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1186&context=twlj
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Delegates to the 1945 Mexico City Conference on the Problems of War and Peace agreed 

that "any person whose deportation was necessary for reasons of security of the continent" 

should be prevented from "further residing in this hemisphere if such residence should be 

prejudicial to the future security or welfare of the Americas".19   

 

HEALTH AND DISEASE 

 

Despite new construction ending the large-scale housing of troops in tents, the 10-year 

planned malaria prevention program continued.  For example, $280,000 was allocated for 

the programme for Fiscal Year 1945, part of an estimate of $3 million for an entire 10-year 

programme.  In 1945, $400,000 was spent.20 

 

The rate of cases of VD had been falling during the war, despite greater numbers of 

servicemen, finally reaching a rate of 9.3 per 1,000 men by August 1945 (which was actually 

lower than the rate of infection in parts of the US at the time)21.  The decline was attributed 

to improved education and improvement in treatment22.   

 

However, one of the elements of the anti-VD controls, the so-called “Return from Pass” 

form23 was ruled illegal by the US forces’ Judge Advocate General, and that an individual 

was only required to report when he had reason to believe that he had VD.  Despite every 

effort on the part of the Panama Canal Department and Caribbean Defense Command 

medical officers, the ruling of was upheld. 

 

 
19  https://encyclopedia.densho.org/Japanese_Latin_Americans/ 
20  Prevention of Disease in the United States Army during World War II: the Panama Canal Department, 1 
January 1940 to 1 October 1945 (Volume 1) via the US National Library of Medicine. “FY” denotes fiscal year, 
the US Government accounting period than runs to September. 
21  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf 
22  Researchers had shown in 1943 that penicillin was effective against syphilis and gonorrhoea, but there 
remained doubts about how the disease could be prevented and treated, although US military doctors were 
already using it to treat servicemen for syphilis in the Pacific theatre in 1943: https://www.actasdermo.org/en-
syphilis-human-experimentation-from-world-articulo-S1578219014002480  
23  Each enlisted man returning to post was required to complete the form.  If the individual had been exposed 
to the possibility of infection and had not taken prophylactic, opportunity to take prophylaxis was offered and 
the necessity for this treatment stressed.   

https://encyclopedia.densho.org/Japanese_Latin_Americans/
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf
https://www.actasdermo.org/en-syphilis-human-experimentation-from-world-articulo-S1578219014002480
https://www.actasdermo.org/en-syphilis-human-experimentation-from-world-articulo-S1578219014002480
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Catering for the US servicemen in Panama was said to have represented “commercial 

activity” which, in the year 1945, was estimated to be worth more than $6 million "in 

prostitution and vice", this being $4 million more than the foreign aid provided by the US 

Government to Panama that same year.24  From time to time, the Panamanian authorities 

would close down some establishments – a measure said to be complicated by their 

ownership by powerful local businessmen and National Police officers.25 However, it has 

also been claimed that the US authorities saw the “service” provided by the cities of Panama 

and Colón “as an escape valve, where man could let steam escape...that can cause an 

explosion in an unventilated society” like that of the Canal Zone.26 

 

A report confirmed that, unless the molluscan hosts themselves were to be introduced into 

Panama, schistosomiasis (aka bilharzia or “river blindness”) could not be introduced via the 

Puerto Rican troops posted to the country, even though endemic at the time in Puerto 

Rico27. 

 

In 1945, the Palo Seca Leper Colony, on the ocean-side across from Panama City, reached a 

peak of 127 patients, a figure that include 10 Americans.  Originally built to resemble a 

Panamanian village, it was rebuilt in 1938 and 1945, and had lost its "village" atmosphere.28 

 

 
24  During the war, Panama became famous for “marinades”, a term describing when hundreds of US 
servicemen landed in Panama City and/or Colón, looking for alcohol, sex etc after weeks or months at sea: 
http://www.panamayestadosunidos.com/prueba_la-segunda-guerra-mundial.html 
25  Decentering America by Jessica CE Gienow-Hecht (Berghahn Books, 2007).   
26  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/211218/antigua-zona-canal-region-frontera   
By 1951, it was estimated that throughout Panama City there were more than 250 brothels, among which 
were famous sites such as, "the Blue Grotto, the Villa Amor, the Ancon Inn, the Golden Key, the Tropical Coffee, 
the Fenix Coffee and La Gloria", located in towns such as "Chilibre, El Coco, Capira, Cativá, Río Abajo and La 
Chorrera".  In 1950, the armed forces were producing a 26-page manual outlining places in the Panama area 
that were out of bounds or off limits: http://gozonian.org/offlimits/index.shtml    
27  Prevention of Disease in the United States Army during World War II: the Panama Canal Department, 1 
January 1940 to 1 October 1945 (Volume 1) via the US National Library of Medicine. 
In any case, the 295th and 296th Infantry Regiments, which had followed the 65th Infantry Regiment to Panama 
in 1944, were being removed.  The 296th returned to Puerto Rico in 1945 and the 295th in February 1946. 
28  https://www.coins-of-panama.com/paloseco.html  

http://www.panamayestadosunidos.com/prueba_la-segunda-guerra-mundial.html
https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/211218/antigua-zona-canal-region-frontera
http://gozonian.org/offlimits/index.shtml
https://www.coins-of-panama.com/paloseco.html
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In 1946, a report from the Office of the Surgeon General29 made the claim that the health of 

the troops of the Panama Canal Department during the period 1 January 1940 to 1 October 

1945 had been “excellent”.  

 

The report also noted trials using a specially-equipped C-47 transport aircraft to carry out 

spraying of DDT to counter mosquitos, with an interim report having been submitted to the 

Surgeon General in December 1945.  It is said that various formulae of DDT and solvents 

were tested, with six jungle test plots, two native village test plots and lake and jungle areas 

selected.30 

 

Stimulating doses of yellow fever vaccine were given in 1945 to all personnel in the Panama 

Canal Department who had not been so immunised in four years. 

 

Apart from three short, sharp outbreaks of influenza like-fever in 1940, 1941 and 1945, only 

one of which (that in 1945) was serologically identified, and excepting the ubiquitous 

common cold, there were no outbreaks of importance of any other disease of the 

respiratory tract or of diseases tributary to infectious discharges from the respiratory tract 

during the war.31 

 

OPERATION TRANSIT 

 

After the German surrender in May 1945, the redeployment of men and materials from the 

European to the Pacific theatres was planned.  This was designated Operation Transit by the 

Panama Canal Department.  Between July and August 1945, 20 transports passed through 

the Canal, together with 105 freighters.  However, after Japan surrendered in August, 17 

ships already underway, including one actually in the Canal, were rerouted to US East Coast 

ports. 

 
29  Prevention of disease in the United States Army during World War II : the Panama Canal Department, 1 
January 1940 to 1 October 1945 edited by Wesley C Cox (Department of the Army, Office of the Surgeon 
General, Historical Division, 1946): 
https://collections.nlm.nih.gov/ext/dw/101705278X1/PDF/101705278X1.pdf    
30  Ibid.   
31  Ibid. 

https://collections.nlm.nih.gov/ext/dw/101705278X1/PDF/101705278X1.pdf
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The project was placed under the direction of the Deputy Commander, Panama Canal 

Department, and the Department Chief of Transportation was assigned responsibility for the 

technical phase, which included servicing, repair, and transit of vessels. 

 

Operation Transit formally began on 5 July, and consisted of four separate Plans, which 

differed depending on the time that any vessel would stop in the Canal Zone and if any of 

the troops aboard were able or required to disembark.  Plans A and B dealt with situations 

where short stays were involved, and troops did not disembark, except into the immediate 

dock area for a few hours of recreation, with temporary facilities to provide refreshments, 

souvenirs etc.  Plan C included arrangements for troops to be shuttled to other areas for 

more extended rest and recreation away from the ships.32  Plan D involved having to 

temporarily billet troops in the Canal Zone. 

 

The first troopship to pass through the Canal was the USS Uruguay, which docked at 

Cristobal on 20 June with 4,400 men aboard, direct from Leghorn, Italy.  Altogether, 36 

troopships passed through the Canal Zone, carrying approximately 125,000 troops being 

redeployed from the European and Mediterranean theatres.  The last troopship, the USS 

Hawaiian Shipper, arrived on 14 August, just in time for its passengers to get news of the 

Japanese surrender and to find their destination changed to New York.   

 

Returning troops also passed through the Canal in the other direction, and any injured or ill 

troops from vessels moving in either direction would be removed to hospitals in the Canal 

Zone, with several hundred being transferred to the military hospitals. 

 

Every possible facility, including religious, USO, Red Cross, and post exchange services, were 

made available.   

 

 
32  Such as at Balboa High School stadium. 
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On 12 September, the Commanding General formally ended Operation Transit.  Despite only 

lasting a few months, during the operation ships had taken on 410,000 barrels of fuel oil 

(with 124,725 complimentary pints of ice cream also being provided).33 

 

TROUBLED TIMES IN PANAMA 

 

The mid- to late 1940s were an unsettled time in Panama (although the preceding decade or 

more had not exactly been a peaceful time), and in 1945 the Constitution introduced in 

1941 was suspended by President de la Guardia, a Constituent Assembly met to draft a new 

one, and the President would be replaced.   

 

In an attempt to prevent the National Assembly from removing him from power, de la 

Guardia agreed to a Joint Governing Board with two other politicians.  However, the 

Arnulfist faction of the Assembly (supporters of deposed former President Arias Madrid)  

nominated its own Acting President, Jeptha B Duncan; but the National Police settled the 

matter by continuing support for de la Guardia, with Duncan being sent into exile in the 

Canal Zone. 

 

While the National Assembly containing a substantial number of supporters of Arias Madrid, 

those opposed to him saw to it that the new interim President in June 1945 would be 

Enrique A Jiménez Brin, who had been Ambassador to the US, and who was to serve until a 

new President could be elected in 1948. 

 

In the middle of the night, or rather the early hours, of 16 February, a majority of National 

Assembly deputies met in secret (in an attempt to evade the secret police), after leaving their 

temporary home in the Tivoli Hotel in the Canal Zone.34  Citing Article 90 of the Constitution, 

they called for the dismissal of De La Guardia and for his replacement.  They denounced De La 

Guardia as a “dictator” and called on other Latin American governments to support the 

“legitimate government” of the Republic.35 

 
33  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf 
34  It is reported that, in 1945, a majority group of National Assembly deputies remained in the hotel for several 
weeks, as they attempted to oust President de la Guardia.  
35  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/160529/1946-golpe-catalizo-constituyente  

https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf
https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/160529/1946-golpe-catalizo-constituyente
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Tension in the country continued to grow during January and February, with newspapers 

warning that the country appeared to have two governments, and a country governed by 

decrees, with no sitting parliament36. 

 

The elections to the Constituent Assembly were held on 6 May, and these were said to have 

been one of the cleanest in the history of Panama.  It saw women having the right to vote 

for the first time, as well as being able to stand as candidates, and two female deputies 

were in fact elected.  The National Theatre in Panama City old town, Casco Viejo, was used for 

meetings of the Constituent Assembly.37 

 

Behind a lot of the trouble was the deposed former President, Arnulfo Arias Madrid, and the 

Arnulfistas.  He had remained in exile in Argentina until 1945.  As well as crime and civil 

unrest arising from economic difficulties in Panama, paramilitary groups, particularly the 

Panameñista, became more prominent again, mounting attacks to challenge the 

continuismo of the ruling elite.  Arias Madrid returned from exile in October, and Arnulfistas 

began to bomb properties of his political opponents, and the business of President de la 

Guardia.  On 13 October, he held a political rally in the Plaza de Santa Ana in Panama City, at 

which he denounced the imperialist aspirations of the US and swore vengeance against 

those involved in his fall from power. 

 

Already, in March, the Government had had to put down a rebellion.  Then, on 21 December, 

Arias Madrid and his supporters mounted another attempt to topple the Government, his 

supporters rallying at key points in Panama City and Colón.  They set fires in Colón and 

setting off fire alarms in Panama City to cause confusion.  It was planned to take officials 

hostage and call for the President to stand down.  However, the National Police foiled the 

attempted coup, with six people dying, and Arias Madrid was arrested – spending several 

months in jail until pardoned by the President he had sought to depose – as the new 

President Jiménez Brin attempted to placate the opposition. 

 

 
36  Ibid. 
37  It was also a favoured site of Presidential inaugurations. 
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As part of his plans to consolidate his power base, shortly after becoming the interim 

President, Jiménez Brin had set out to make the National Police “an expanded military unit”, 

with a military battalion, a military policy company and horse cavalry company - none of 

which had been proposed when the country faced a potential external threat during the 

war.  He also requested equipment from the US to establish “a modest air force”, 50 police 

patrol cars and an expansion of the US military mission training officers in Panama City.  The 

National Police would put the cavalry training to use in dispersing a large student gathering 

in June 1946. 

 

After World War 2, Panama maintained close security ties to the US.  It was one of the 20 

original signatories to the 1945 Act of Chapultepec, which bound the countries of Latin 

America and the US in a mutual defence agreement by which all were to respond to an 

external attack against any one of them.38 

 

THE SAN JOSE CHEMICAL WARFARE TESTS 

 

The chemical warfare tests had been underway on San Jose Island since January 1944, and 

more than 400 enlisted men were stationed on the island by mid-1945, as well as nearly 200 

officers and civilians from the US, Panama and other countries39.   

 

Mustard gas and phosgene bombs and other chemical weapons were detonated or dropped 

on the island as part of a test programme codenamed “The San Jose Project”.40  However, it 

is said that after the war ended in 1945 activity on the island relaxed somewhat, with USO 

entertainment being provided and officers’ wives allowed to reside on the island 

 

JANUARY 

 

By 1 January, former training unit B-17G Flying Fortress bombers had arrived at Rio Hato, 

and P-38J and P-38L Lightning twin-engine fighters had begun to (slowly) arrive to replace 

 
38  https://arsof-history.org/arsof_in_panama/pdf/gen/panama_country_study_area_handbook.pdf 
39  https://www.envio.org.ni/articulo/1386  
40  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014  

https://arsof-history.org/arsof_in_panama/pdf/gen/panama_country_study_area_handbook.pdf
https://www.envio.org.ni/articulo/1386
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014
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the single-engine P-39 and P-40.  There were still seven old B-24D Liberator bombers, nearly 

30 P-40 Warhawk fighters and the unique XC-105 (of which, more below).  There were also 

single examples of the B-25 Mitchell and B-26C Marauder bombers, these being used as 

high-speed transports and for airways survey work.  By the end of the war, the Sixth Air 

Force would have more trainer and liaison types on hand than it had had combat aircraft at 

the start of the war.41 

 

In January, in an example of how Warning Orders, alerting the defences to the approach of 

one or more surface vessels, were used as training exercises, one such alert saw 104 aircraft 

involved.  In this exercise, the Sixth Air Force were credited with making 43 successful 

interceptions of the “attacking” aircraft.  Nevertheless, a subsequent Navy briefing revealed 

that, despite the apparent success claimed, enough of the Navy aircraft had reached their 

intended targets for the Navy to claim success.42 

 

In January, a dedicated P-38 Mobile Training Unit arrived to relieve the pressure on units 

which had been having to undertake conversion training and checking out pilots used to 

single-engine fighters for the P-38.  It was equipped with drawings and diagrams, aids, films 

and instructional devices.  Providing pilot and maintenance training, the Unit remained in 

Panama for six months. 

 

Despite the P-38 due to become the sole fighter in the Sixth Air Force, in January, the 30th 

Fighter Squadron surrendered its tired P-40 Warhawks to the Panama Air Depot and was 

reequipped with new P-39Q Airacobras (but, by June, it had been completely reequipped 

again with the P-38, which were at the time flooding into the country). 

 

In January, Father Francis Beckmann, a Dutch Vincentian, was appointed as the new 

Archbishop of Panama in succession to Archbishop Maiztegui, who had died in September 

1943.43 

 
41  Journal American Aviation Historical Society, Spring 1974.   
42  This had echoes of a large-scale pre-war exercise, which had ended with even worse results for the 
defending Army. 
43  A History of the American Vincentian Fathers in Panama by Robert J. Swain C.M. (Vincentian Heritage 
Journal Vol 3 Issue 1, DePaul University, 1982): 
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The first UC-64A Norseman44 to arrive in January 1945 was assigned to the 15th Base 

Headquarters and Air Base Squadron, at long last filling the need for a courier and small-

parts supply vehicle.  

 

In January, two large I-400 class Japanese submarines, intended for a planned air attack on 

the Canal, began their shakedown cruises and catapult-launch training with aircraft.  

Operational training was planned to start in April, but the plan would be cancelled in July. 

 

On 3 January, President Ricardo Adolfo de la Guardia Arango suspended the 1941 

Constitution, having already dissolved the National Assembly. 

 

On 5 January, US Ambassador Avra M Warren departed.  His replacement would not take up 

the post until November. 

 

FEBRUARY 

 

In February and March, deliveries of the P-38 fighters dried up, only to become a flood in 

April. 

 

In February, the 397th Bombardment Squadron, equipped with long-range B-24 Liberators, 

was relieved from duty in the Galapagos Islands and returned to Rio Hato, where the unit 

ended the war, on 1 November 1946, when it was declared inactive.45 

 

In February, Navy patrol bomber squadron VPB-1 also returned from the Galapagos Islands 

to Coco Solo, being replaced by VPB-209.  Officers and enlisted personnel of VPB-1 were 

detached and returned to NAS San Diego, ferrying their aircraft from Coco Solo to San Diego 

 

https://via.library.depaul.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://en.wikipedia.org/&httpsredir=1&article=10
10&context=vhj 
44  Canadian-built and designed for use in the wilds of Canada’s north, the rugged Norseman was used in large 
numbers by the USAAF.  It was in one of these that band leader Glenn Miller was lost over the English Channel 
in 1944.  
45  https://www.wikiwand.com/en/397th_Bombardment_Squadron  

https://via.library.depaul.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://en.wikipedia.org/&httpsredir=1&article=1010&context=vhj
https://via.library.depaul.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://en.wikipedia.org/&httpsredir=1&article=1010&context=vhj
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/397th_Bombardment_Squadron
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(via Key West and Corpus Christi46) – with two aircraft being lost during the operation, and 

the unit was disestablished at NAS San Diego on 6 March. 

 

On 1 February, all the fighter squadrons of the XXVI Fighter Command of the Sixth Air Force 

officially changed their identifying suffix from “SE” to “TE”, denoting their having twin-

engine equipment.  However, in fact, only two of the six squadrons were more than partially 

equipped with P-38 (replacing P-39) at the time.  It was July 1945 before the last P-39Q was 

turned over to Panama Air Depot. 

 

On 28 February, the last of 82 Panama-flag shipping losses to U-boats occurred when the 

Alcedo was torpedoed by the U-1022 off Iceland47, while part of convoy.  The steamship was 

a 1,392-ton cargo ship, that had been carrying 1,767 tons of US Army and Navy supplies, 

including 4,000 cases of beer, chocolate and mail.  She had been a Danish ship, but on 21 

July 1941 she was taken over by the US Government, renamed and registered in Panama by 

the US War Shipping Administration.  Three crew were lost and 35 rescued.48 

 

Also on 28 February, Navy patrol bomber squadron VPB-209 had its headquarters 

transferred to the Galapagos Islands, replacing VPB-1, with support from the seaplane 

tender USS Albemarle (AV-5), and the squadron anchored in Tagus Cove on Isabella Island.  

The headquarters remained there until 30 May. 

 

 

MARCH 

 

In March, official records of US service personnel overseas showed that there were 37,017 

in the Panama Canal Department – the name for the Army command in Panama and the 

Canal Zone. 

 

 
46  Two of the 11 aircraft in the flight were lost due to high winds and rough seas whilst moored at NAS Corpus 
Christi. 
47  The U-1022 surrendered on 9 May at Bergen, Norway. 
48  https://uboat.net/allies/merchants/ship/3459.html  

https://uboat.net/allies/merchants/ship/3459.html
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In March, the US Navy base at Barranquilla in Colombia was disestablished.  Expansion of 

the site had only been completed in October 1944.  However, the following month, patrol 

operations in the Atlantic were curtailed, and both landplane and blimp detachments were 

withdrawn. The base had then continued on a maintenance-only status. 

 

In March, seven new aircraft joined the Panamanian civil aircraft register, as wartime 

restrictions began to be relaxed and war surplus machines became available.  While most of 

the new registrations were small light aircraft, one was a British-built Avro Anson, a small 

transport registered by Cia Chiricana de Aviacion.  The same company would also acquire an 

ex-USAAF UC-78 Bobcat in May.  

 

Postwar planning for the defence of the Canal got underway even before the war itself had 

ended; and in March, the Plans and Operations Division of the War Department asked the 

Commanding General in Panama, to draw up a long-term plan for its defence in depth, 

including a list of the bases needed to implement it.  The resulting plan called for even more 

bases in Panama, as well as retaining those in Nicaragua, Peru and the Galapagos Islands.  

The plan would be rendered moot by the failure of the 1947 Filós-Hines Agreement, and the 

consequent evacuation of US bases in the Republic. 

 

By March, the 24th Fighter Squadron had a mixed strength consisting of 16 P-39Q, 11 P-38J, 

and single examples of the Cessna UC-78 Bobcat49, and North American AT-6F and a Vultee 

BT-13A trainers.  However, by June, the P-38 Lightning predominated, with 20 P-38 on hand 

and only five P-39Q. 

On 30 March, the former Panama Railroad steamship Cristobal, in use as a troopship, 

collided with an tanker, the Crow Wing.  Both ships were damaged, but continued with their 

missions.  After the end of the war in Europe, she would see use as a hospital ship, bringing 

home US troops from Italy, France and England.50 

  

 
49  A utility transport variant of the AT-17 Bobcat twin-engine advanced trainer. 
50  https://www.20thengineers.com/ww2-cristobal.html 

https://www.20thengineers.com/ww2-cristobal.html
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APRIL 

 

In September, the Sixth Air Force had told USAAF headquarters that it only had 161 fighters 

and, with an attrition rate of five per month, its capabilities were falling well short of its 189 

aircraft intended strength.  However, there appeared to be numerous problems and delays 

affecting supplies of the P-38 fighters earmarked for the command.  Having wanted the 

twin-engine fighter since 1941, large-scale deliveries did not really begin until April 1945, 

with over 120 arrived in April alone.  As a result, in April, the Sixth Air Force was reporting 

that it was now 33 aircraft over its intended strength (this having been revised to 186), with 

the Commanding General asking for the movement of fighters to (and from) the command 

to cease – saying that this was causing problems with maintenance and supplies, with 108 

on hand by the end of April.  Despite this, by June, it had 199 P-38.51 

 

Ironically, given the long wait for the type, and then the hiccoughs in supply, with the end of 

the war, it was announced by the head of the US Army Air Force (USAAF) that the P-38 

would be phased out of USAAF service by November 194552 and, when the war was over, 

many P-38 were stored in hangars on air bases like the Howard Army Air Force Base53 until 

the Foreign Economic Administration (FEA) and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

(RFC) were advised as to how they would be disposed.  As a result, by late 1945, 127 would 

be removed from the Sixth Air Force inventory.54   

In April, some US officials proposed that France cede the small island of Clipperton, in the 

Pacific off the coast of Mexico, and on which the US had a weather station since late 1944, 

to the US as a quid pro quo for Lend-Lease aid received, but the State Department declined 

to make such an approach to the French Government.55 

 

 
51https://jewlscholar.mtsu.edu/bitstream/handle/mtsu/4729/Bitzer_mtsu_0170N_10471.pdf?sequence=1&is
Allowed=y 
52  As with all the fighter types assigned to Panama during the war, the P-38 saw no combat operations 
involving actual enemy aircraft or even, at least in the case of the P-38, any enemy or suspect vessels. 
53  With the arrival of P-38, even though the process was slow, the Sixth Air Force had had storage space and 
preventive maintenance problems. 
54  11 P-38 turned up in the Dominican Republic in 1947 (although whether these were ex-Sixth Air Force 
examples is unclear) via an American George Stamets, who acted as agent for the country’s dictator since 
1930, General Rafael Trujillo. 
55  https://media.defense.gov/2017/Mar/31/2001725262/-1/-1/0/B_0097_CONVERSE_CIRCLING_EARTH.PDF 

https://jewlscholar.mtsu.edu/bitstream/handle/mtsu/4729/Bitzer_mtsu_0170N_10471.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://jewlscholar.mtsu.edu/bitstream/handle/mtsu/4729/Bitzer_mtsu_0170N_10471.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://media.defense.gov/2017/Mar/31/2001725262/-1/-1/0/B_0097_CONVERSE_CIRCLING_EARTH.PDF
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In April to June, the former Panama Railroad steamship Ancon, now the US Navy command 

and communications ship USS Ancon, was present at the invasion of, and battle for, 

Okinawa.  She would also be present in Tokyo Bay for the Japanese surrender, being then 

assigned to the occupation service in the Far East from September to November. 

 

MAY 

 

50 more P-38 arrived, with another 50 due, making a total of 275 having been allocated to 

the Sixth Air Force.  

 

When the war in Europe ending, Caribbean Defense Command troop strength was down to 

67,500.56 

 

Elections to the Constituent Assembly held in Panama. 

 

It was not until May 1945 that the first FBI Special Agent was sent to Panama in an official 

liaison capacity as Legal Attaché at the US Embassy, with peak presence in the country 

under its Special Intelligence Service (SIS) programme57 in June 1946, when there were five 

representatives in Panama.  The activities of the SIS office in Panama included, in late 1945, 

assisted the Army over burglaries occurring in various USAAF airfields in the Canal Zone. 

 

On 7 May, the XXVI Fighter Command began mounting “Long-Range Fighter Navigation 

Flights”, flying up to eight P-38 at a time to destinations around the region – to bases in 

Guatemala, Trinidad, Barranquilla in Colombia and to Curacao.  Each flight was also 

accompanied by a UC-45F or UC-78 twin-engine light transport. 

 

 
56  https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/18/panama-canal-zone-defences-i/  
57  The SIS programme was the FBI political surveillance and counterespionage programme for Latin America, 
established under a Presidential directive in 1940.  The FBI was given the responsibility for counterespionage in 
the Western Hemisphere, including Canada and Central and South America, but excluding Panama.  Postwar, 
the FBI legal attaché office closed due to the War Department refusing to grant FBI representatives the full 
authority given to regular legal attachés in other countries: The FBI in Latin America: The Ecuador Files by Marc 
Becker (Duke University Press), 2017: https://www.dukeupress.edu/the-fbi-in-latin-america 

https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/18/panama-canal-zone-defences-i/
https://www.dukeupress.edu/the-fbi-in-latin-america
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On 24 May, Navy patrol bomber squadron VPB-204 deployed to Coco Solo with its Martin 

PBM-5 Mariner flying-boats. 

 

On 31 May, Navy squadron VPB-209 was ordered to return its aircraft from the Galapagos 

Islands to Coco Solo, giving up its aircraft, and the unit transferred to NAS Norfolk, Virginia, 

where it was disestablished on 20 June. 

 

JUNE 

 

New interim President Enrique A Jiménez Brin takes office, having been appointed by the 

National Assembly. 

 

In June, US Navy floating dry dock YFD-6 transited the Canal and was installed in Balboa to 

augment the No.1 Dry Dock there.   

 

In June, the Boeing XC-105, the former pre-war XB-15 experimental heavy bomber that had 

been converted to transport use in Panama was stripped, abandoned and eventually buried 

at Albrook Field.  The airframe was abandoned at a landfill site south-west of the runway at 

a place called the Diablo dump, where it slowly sank beneath the surface, where it remains, 

after being built over – first by squatters, and latterly by industrial units.58 

 

In June, Navy squadron VPB-204 became operational at Coco Solo, receiving some new 

PBM-5E Mariner flying-boats to supplement its existing inventory.  On 9 July, NAS Coco Solo 

was officially designated the unit’s “home port”.  As the war ended, it was increasingly used 

for passenger and cargo transport runs across the Caribbean.59   

 

Deliveries of P-38 fighters continued to cause problems, and in June, the Sixth Air Force was 

still 13 aircraft over-strength. 

 

 
58  https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Boeing_XB-15#cite_note-AH-12 
59  VPNavy! USN, USMC, USCG and NATS Patrol Aircraft Lost or Damaged During World War II By Douglas E. 
Campbell (Syneca Research Group Inc, 2018). 

https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Boeing_XB-15#cite_note-AH-12
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From 7 December 1941 to August 1945, there was not a single day when the P-39 was not in 

front line service somewhere in the Caribbean.60  However, by June 1945, only two 

squadrons still had the P-39Q, as units transferred to the P-38.61 For example, in March, the 

24th Fighter Squadron had a mixed strength consisting of P-39Q and P-38J, but by June, the 

P-38 predominated, with 20 P-38 on hand and only five P-39Q. 

 

As of 10 June, the War Department announced that $975,587 had so far been paid out for 

rental of defence sites in the Republic. 

 

JULY 

 

In July, one of the large submarines intended for the planned air attack on the Canal was 

sunk by US Navy aircraft when 90% complete.  Of the several originally ordered, only two, 

the I-400 and I-401 would have been available for the planned attack on the Canal, having 

been completed in December 1944 and January 1945.  However, the plan itself was finally 

cancelled in July, with the submarines and aircraft to be used instead for defence of the 

home islands. 

 

On 1 July, Submarine Squadron 3 at Coco Solo was deactivated, to be reactivated in Guam 

on 1 October.  Since August 1943, there had only been four boats with the Squadron, as 

others were transferred to more active regions.62 

On 9 July, Captain Schuyler Mills took over command of the 15th Naval District, handing over 

to Rear Admiral John R Beardall on 23 August. 

 

On 24 July, Brigadier General Earl H De Ford replaced Major General William O Butler as 

Sixth Air Force commander.  He would serve until 1 February 1946.63 

 

AUGUST 

 
60  Panama Canal defenders: Camouflage and Markings of US Sixth Air Force and Antilles Air Command 1941-
1945 – Volume 1: Single-engined Fighters by Dan Hagedorn (Model Centrum PROGRES, 2021). 
61  Ibid. 
62  https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/agency/navy/subron3.htm 
63  https://www.armyaircorpsmuseum.org/wwii_6th_Air_Force.cfm 

https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/agency/navy/subron3.htm
https://www.armyaircorpsmuseum.org/wwii_6th_Air_Force.cfm
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The troopship USS General DE Aultman, returning from the Pacific, ran aground about a mile 

south of the Miraflores Locks.  The troops were disembarked, but had to be found 

alternative accommodation, as the more usual places had already been earmarked.  The 

ship had been carrying 3,209 officers and men, alongside 84 nurses and five women of the 

Red Cross.  After nearly a week in Panama, the repaired ship and the troops finally departed 

on 13 August. 

 

Southbound traffic (that is, heading towards the Pacific) reached a peak in August.  On the 

busiest day, there were 98 vessels in Cristobal harbour, with five more outside the 

guardship awaiting entry.  A total of 651 ships made southbound transits in August.64 

 

In August, the vice-president of FH McGraw & Company, which had been hired by the 

Panamanian Government to plan for a new international airport, announced that it would be 

responsible for construction of the new air terminal, which would be "capable of 

accommodating aircraft 50% larger than the B-29".65 

 

The two completed I-400 class submarines, I-400 and I-401, were surrendered by the 

Japanese Navy in August. The plan, cancelled in July, had been for the two boats (with two 

smaller submarines) to leave Japan in June, surface 100 miles (161 km) off Ecuador, and 

launch their 10 aircraft, painted to resemble USAAF aircraft, to attack Gatun Locks.   After the 

attack survivors would return to their launch point,  with the pilot’s ditching and 

swimming to the submarines. 

 

All censorship ended on 15 August, it having been estimated that about 7.5 million pieces of 

mail had been censored by the Canal Zone Censor Stations66. 

 

 
64  The Panama Canal in World War II by James G Steese (The Military Engineer – Society of American Military 
Engineers, Vol. 40, No. 267, January 1948): https://www.jstor.org/stable/44516081 
65  Although what would become Tocumen Airport came into operation in June 1947, the transfer of international 
commercial flight operations, which until then continued to use Albrook Field, would not take place until 21 
September 1949.   
66  http://www.canalzonestudygroup.com/Issue60.pdf  

https://www.jstor.org/stable/44516081
http://www.canalzonestudygroup.com/Issue60.pdf
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On 23 August, Rear Admiral John R Beardall took over as commander of the 15th Naval 

District. 

 

SEPTEMBER 

 

Shortly after VJ-Day on 8 September, the 23rd Tow Target Squadron based at Howard Field 

exchanged its TB-26C, a trainer variant of the Martin B-26 Marauder medium bomber, used 

to tow targets for fighter pilot training, for three Beechcraft CQ-367 and moved to Albrook 

Field. 

 

On 11 September, a P-38J Lightning commemorated the very first US Army flight across the 

Isthmus of Panama in September 1917.  It was modified to allow a local journalist of the 

Panama American newspaper to squeeze in behind the pilot, and it made the journey from 

New France Field to the Pacific coast in 6 minutes 23 seconds – compared to the 47 minutes 

taken by a Curtiss R-4 biplane in 1917.68 

 

By 30 September, most personnel had been withdrawn from the base on Baltra in the 

Galapagos Islands69 and only a housekeeping staff remained.  The military facility would be 

deactivated on 30 April 1946, leaving a communications unit which was then deactivated on 

29 February 1948 (after the breakdown in negotiations with Ecuador over retaining a US 

military presence).  

 

OCTOBER 

 

All minefields in the Caribbean Defense Command (CDC) sea areas were removed by 

October.70 

 
67  Redesignated DC-45F in 1948, these were a version of the Beech 18 twin-engine light transport, used as a 
director aircraft for target drones. 
68  American Aviation Historical Society Journal, Winter 2012. 
69  Baltra (aka South Seymour) was a small flat island located near the centre of the Galápagos Islands, and site 
of USAAF base Seymour Island Airfield (or “Base Beta”):  
https://guerrade1941.blogspot.com/p/base-beta-galapagos.html 
70  As a result, US Army Mine Planter Gen William M Graham, which had installed wartime minefields 
protecting the Canal Zone, was decommissioned and sold in Panama in 1945, and renamed SS Panama City, 
eventually being scrapped in 1948: http://www.navsource.org/archives/30/11/1105.htm 

https://guerrade1941.blogspot.com/p/base-beta-galapagos.html
http://www.navsource.org/archives/30/11/1105.htm
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In October, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had revised a wartime study from 1942 which had 

envisaged a worldwide network of airbases.  These were seen as of use for US national 

interests, and in their use by the US as one of the “four policemen” of the new world 

order71.    The plan was completed in May 1946, and this identified Panama as one of six 

such bases labelled as essential (though not of “outstanding importance”).72 

 

The 30th Fighter Squadron had ceased all flying activities in June, and its P-38 remained 

stored in a hangar at Howard Field.  By October, the squadron was reduced to a non-

operational administrative organisation and would be officially deactivated on 15 October 

1946.73 

 

On 8 October, the UC-90A, a Panamanian pre-war Luscome Silvaire lightplane, one of two 

such aircraft types impressed by the USAAF in 1942, was listed for disposal.  It was 

transferred to the Foreign Liquidation Commission for disposal, being initially sold to a 

private owner in Panama74. 

 

On 15 October, General Willis D Crittenberger replaced General Brett as Commanding 

General of the CDC.  General Crittenberger would remain as the commander for the 

remainder of the Command’s existence and would transition to the role of Commander of 

US Caribbean Command following the 1947 reorganisation. 

  

 
71  That is, the US, UK, USSR and China, which would be permanent members of the UN security Council and, it 
was imagined, responsible for enforcing its edicts. 
72  Greenland, Iceland and the Azores were “of outstanding importance”), the others were Casablanca or the 
Canary Islands, the Galapagos Islands and Panama.  See US Global Defense Posture, 1783–2011 by Stacie L 
Pettyjohn (RAND Corporation, 2012): https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7249/j.ctt24hrv8.15 
Something like the plan was to come about during the 1950s and 1960s as the US used NATO and other allied 
countries’ territories to base its nuclear strike force (aircraft and missiles) to counter the perceived Soviet 
threat. 
73  The squadron was reactivated by the Tactical Air Command of USAF as the 30th Fighter-Bomber Squadron at 
Clovis AFB, New Mexico in 1953 and intended to receive the F-86F Sabre. However, it was neither manned or 
equipped due to personnel and equipment shortages and was inactivated on just over two months later. 
74  It eventually ended up in Costa Rica, where it reportedly crashed in 1962 (although it is said not to have 
been recorded on the country’s aircraft register for 1957 or 1958). 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7249/j.ctt24hrv8.15
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NOVEMBER 

 

It was only in November that the War Department made clear that the Panama Canal 

Department commander also had control over the 15th Naval District, but emphasised that 

this was by virtue of his being Panama Canal Department Commanding General, and not by 

virtue of his command of the Caribbean Defense Command (CDC).  During the war, major 

conflicts had only been avoided by military planners making sure that the commander of the 

CDC was also the Commanding General of the Panama Canal Department.  The Governor of 

the Canal Zone, though nominally still in charge of the Zone, also answered to the 

Commanding General during the war. 

 

The air station at Chorrera was officially disestablished in November.75 

 

In November, the US was asked to vacate Salinas on the Ecuadorean coast, but it remained 

eager to acquire a 99-year lease on existing bases in the Galapagos Islands which it saw as 

necessary for the future defence of the region76. 

 

On 1 November, the new US Ambassador, Frank T Hines, took up his post.  He would be co-

signatory to the rejected Filós-Hines Agreement of 1947, through which the US had hoped 

to retain at least some of its bases in the Republic. 

 

On 6 November, Foreign Minister Alfaro gave it as his opinion that the bases held under the 

1942 Agreement must be evacuated by 1 September 1946, that is, one year after the 

Japanese surrender on 2 September.77   

  

 
75  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
76  Initial negotiations in 1944 had centred around the US granting Ecuador several loans for improvements, 
but US planners on the other hand considered the continued US presence as beneficial to Ecuador in itself, and 
felt the bases should simply be seen as Ecuador’s contribution to regional defence.  The impasse eventually led 
the Ecuadorian Government to simply request that US forces leave the islands.   
77  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of Strategic 
Studies), 2008. 

https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html
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DECEMBER 

 

Having already been stood down in the Canal Zone, the last barrage US Army balloon 

battalion was deactivated in Hawaii in December.78 

 

In December, the Governor of the Canal Zone, Joseph C Mehaffey79, was authorised by the 

US Congress to report on how best the Canal could be adapted to meet the needs of 

merchant shipping and national defence, and to report his conclusions by December I94780. 

 

On 21 December, Arias Madrid mounted an attempted coup that was put down by the 

National Police. 

 

On 26 December, the UC-90 used by the USAAF in Panama was transferred to the Foreign 

Liquidation Commission for disposal.  Sold to a Panamanian company, it was damaged 

beyond repair on 18 October 1947 (probably at Patilla Point Airport).  This was the other 

pre-war Luscombe Silvaire light cabin monoplane, a civilian aircraft on the Panamanian 

register81 that had been impressed in 1942.  The other, the UC-90A, was listed for disposal 

by the USAAF on 8 October. 

 

 

Ray Todd 

Panama City 

Republic of Panama 

21 March 2023 

 
78  The US Army Barrage Balloon Program by James R Shock (Merriam Press, 2006). 
79  Like all Governors, he was a US Army Corps of Engineers officer, 
80  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of Strategic 
Studies), 2008. 
Mehaffy would propose a sea-level canal project, an idea that was rejected. 
81  Owned by Captain Marcos A Gelebert of the Transportes Aereos Gelebert SA.  A famous prewar Panamanian 
aviator, the former Albrook Field is now called Albrook "Marcos A. Gelabert" International Airport (so-named 
since 1999, being formerly used for Paitilla Airport, which he had founded, but which closed in that year).  


